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as far as i can





again the hunt





first fine day
i start again
the hunt for love



scented breeze
the inevitable glance
at a passing girl



lilac scent
all the secrets
we share



at the abyss
lilac scent
at the abyss



my key
turns in the lock
lilac scent



raven’s cry
all the partings
still to come



sudden hope
as i leave the house
magnolia





as far as i can





spring longing
i follow animal tracks
as far as i can



a snail
thrusts out its horns
soft rain



cherry blossoms
my life
my death



nothing written
on the trailhead sign
spring hike



gender god gone deep in the woods



abandoned station
the secret schedule
of insects



no more words
rain
over the sea





written summer 2003 after visiting
Mauthausen, the largest former concen-
tration camp in Austria, now a memorial

lurid light





dark summer sun
dark summer sun
in the shacks



gas chamber
a man lifts up
his child



the child’s eyes green beyond barbed wire



summer air
a farmer dungs his field
beside the camp



lurid light
the snow-white tiles
of the gas chamber



someone laughs on the way to the quarry



Mauthausen
on the banks of the Danube
two lovers





door to the stars





9/11
too warm in the sun
too cool in the shade



morning fog
passengers lost
in newspapers



country road
i cycle into
cricket sounds



harvest moon
out of the kitchen
mother’s cough



fading photograph
great-grandpa’s eyes invisible
under the hat’s brim



strange voices
i open the door
to the stars



deep inside you no more war





the boy i was





blaming . . .
at some point the rain
became snow



on a slip of paper
a  number without a name
autumn drizzle



autumn dusk
i wave to a girl
waving to someone else



effortless along the icy path a leaf



empty playground
i retrieve the boy
i was



expanding universe
the homeless man looks
for a place to sleep



escalator
out of the subway . . .
snowfall





empty fields





snow on the bench where i kissed her



winter dusk
my shadow enters
the mirror



sick in bed
my cast-off clothes
in moonlight



just before dawn
the snowplow clears
my nightmare



winter night
my car follows
its own light



on the plane
the empty fields
of the crosswords



a new year
the footprints
between graves
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